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Abstract 
Two combinatorial problems raised by the fundamental question of the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions in nonlinear electric circuits are presented. The first problem, namely 
the existence of a pair of conjugate trees, has been solved in polynomial time using an original 
model based on matro’id intersection. For the second problem, which is the search of a particu- 
lar orientation in a multigraph with labeled edges, an elaborate branch and bound procedure is 
proposed. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to describe a problem of existence and uniqueness of 
solutions in a nonlinear resistive circuit and to show how methods of discrete 
optimization provide a solution in terms of matro’id intersection. A related problem is 
expressed in terms of finding an orientation of a graph with some specific properties. 
A branch and bound technique is described. The emphasis is not on the computa- 
tional results but rather on the formulation of these problems which shows that 
discrete optimization concepts may arise in some apparently “continuous” engineer- 
ing problems. 
Electronic circuits are composed of circuit elements, like resistors, capacitors, 
transistors, operational amplifiers, etc. Each element has a certain number of ter- 
minals which are connected to terminals of other elements by wires, or conducting 
paths in the more modern realizations as integrated circuits. Equivalently, the connec- 
tions can be considered as groupings of subsets of terminals into nodes. In this paper 
we will restrict our attention to the following five types of resistive (nondynamic) 
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Fig. 1. 
two-terminal elements: resistors, voltage sources, current sources, nullators and nor- 
ators. Their symbols are represented in Fig. 1. 
Other resistive circuit elements, e.g. transistors and operational amplifiers, can be 
modeled by connections of these five basic elements [4]. Without going into any 
further details, let us mention here that with these elements we can model essentially 
any nonlinear nonreciprocal resistive circuit. Nonlinear means that the constraints 
imposed by some elements are of a nonlinear nature and nonreciprocal means that the 
(indirect) influence of element k on the current and voltage of element j is different 
from the influence of element j on the current and voltage of element k. 
To a circuit we associate an undirected loopless multigraph G = (V, E) in the 
following way. The node set V results from the connections as mentioned above and 
the edges are in a one-to-one correspondence with the circuit elements. If we label the 
edges of G with the element types they correspond to, we obtain a circuit structure. If 
we add to a circuit structure the element parameters, i.e. the resistor characteristics 
and the source values, we return to the complete information that determines a circuit. 
Experience with design of electronic circuits leads to the conclusion that certain 
basic properties of circuits depend only on the circuit structure and not on the 
parameters. An important example is the number of DC-operating points, or equilib- 
rium points in an autonomous circuit, i.e. a circuit that does not depend on time. For 
instantaneous signal processing applications, like amplification, clipping, combina- 
torial logic, it is essential that there is exactly one DC-operating point in the absence 
of a signal. The circuit then returns to this point after having performed the operation 
it is designed for and thus does not retain any information about past signals. Indeed, 
the electronic circuits that are commonly used for this kind of function have exactly 
one DC-operating point irrespective of the actual values of their parameters. It is 
a property of the circuit structure rather than a property of the circuit. On the other 
hand, static memories rely on the presence of a large number of different DC- 
operating points. Their circuit structures are of a different nature. 
This kind of observation has been converted into theorems by circuit theorists in 
the 1970’s and 1980’s [4, l&12, 151. Since the objects of study are circuit structures 
rather than circuits, the criteria that are introduced in these theorems can be for- 
mulated in purely graph theoretical language. While for small circuits the criteria can 
be checked by inspection, larger circuits require the help of a computer and thus the 
criteria have to be converted into combinatorial algorithms. The purpose of this paper 
is to present the graph-theoretical notions isolated from their circuit theoretical 
context and to discuss algorithms for their verification. The proof, interpretation and 
the application of the criteria in the engineering language is given in [4]. We also refer 
to [6] for a general introduction to nonlinear circuit theory. 
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The alternative approaches [l&12] lead also to graph-theoretical concepts that 
can be converted into algorithms [13,8], but we think that our approach allows for all 
circuits that are of practical interest and at the same time the proofs are very 
transparent. For this reason, we believe it to be the best candidate for algorithmic 
implementation on the one hand and to extensions to other problems on the other 
hand, As far as this last point is concerned, we have shown that the same graph- 
theoretical constructs yield criteria for monotonic dependence [l] and the stability of 
DC-operating points [S]. 
In Section 2, we shall describe the context in which the matroi’d intersection occurs 
in the formulation of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of nonlinear 
resistive circuits. We will also briefly recall the corresponding algorithm. Section 3 will 
be devoted to a special kind of partial orientations of the circuit graph, the uniform 
partial orientations of the resistor branches. An implicit enumeration algorithm for 
finding such orientations will be outlined. Finally, computational results will be 
reported in Section 4. 
2. Existence of a pair of conjugates trees 
2.1. Formulation 
Definition 2.1. A circuit structure is an undirected loopless connected multigraph 
G = (V, E) with a partition of the edge set E = E, u EN0 u ENU u E,, u Ecs corres- 
ponding to the different circuit elements (resistors, norators, nullators, voltage sour- 
ces, current sources). 
Edges in ER may be simply called resistors. 
We generally have ) EN,) = 1 ENU 1 since norators and nullators only appear in pairs. 
To a circuit there corresponds a system of equations composed of Kirchhoffs 
equations and the constitutive relations of the elements. The unknowns are the 
voltages and currents associated with the edges of the circuit graph. A solution of this 
system of equations is called a solution of the circuit. If the circuit contains nonlinear 
resistors, the system of circuit equations is nonlinear, because the corresponding 
constitutive relations are nonlinear. For more details, we refer to [6]. 
Given a circuit structure C, we are interested in the following question: 
How many solutions can a circuit with structure C have? 
If we suppose that the resistors have strictly increasing characteristics with all voltages 
and currents admissible, there are three possible answers: 
(a) All circuits with structure C have exactly one solution. 
(b) For any nonnegative number II, including 0 and infinity, there are circuits with 
structure C that have n solutions. 
(c) All circuits with structure C have either no, or infinitely many solutions. 
Structure z‘ belongs to case (a) or (b) ifand only ifit has a pair of conjugate trees [4,6]. 
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It is shown in [4,6] that the linear circuits with a structure C that has a pair of 
conjugate trees, normally have one solution, but for certain choices of resistances 
there are either 0 or infinitely many solutions. In fact, in this case the system of 
network equations is linear, and its determinant is a sum of products of resistances, 
each term corresponding to a pair of conjugate trees and carrying either a plus or 
minus sign [17]. In case (a) all terms have the same sign and the determinant cannot 
vanish for positive resistances. In case (b) there are terms with either sign, and thus for 
certain combinations of resistances, the determinant vanishes, and the system of 
equations, being singular, has either 0 or infinitely many solutions. Finally, in case (c) 
the determinant has no term at all, i.e. it vanishes identically and the system of 
equations is always singular. Even with nonlinear resistors there are either 0 or 
infinitely many solutions. As opposed to this, if there is a pair of conjugate trees there 
may be any number of solutions. In [ 171, it is shown that a nonlinear circuit may have 
a finite number n > 1 of solutions, if and only if the linear circuits with the same 
structure have a system of equations that is usually regular, but sometimes singular. 
This is case (b) above. For simple examples, we refer to [4,6, 171. 
Definition 2.2. A pair of conjugate trees is composed of two spanning trees TN0 
= (V, Ek u EN, u Evs) and TNu = (V, Ek v ENU u Evs) where EL c E,. 
In order to avoid too cumbersome notations, and without loss of generality, we 
consider in Section 2 that for every r E ER, ENU u Evs u {r} and EN0 u Evs u {I} are 
cycle free. This condition is clearly necessary for having r E Ek. By the way EN0 u l&s 
and ENU v Evs are cycle free, otherwise of course no pair of conjugate trees could exist. 
With these simplifications, the size of the problem will be characterized by n = 1 ER I. 
In the next paragraph, we will show how this problem can be solved in polynomial 
time (O(n’)) using a matro’id intersection algorithm. 
2.2. Modeling 
We briefly recall some fundamental definitions concerning matroi’ds [3]: 
Definition 2.3. The pair M = (s, F) is a matroi’d if S is a finite set and F is a collection of 
subsets of S which satisfies the following three properties: 
(1) OEF; 
(2) if X E F and YE X then YE F must also hold; 
(3) if X E F and YE F are maximal subsets of a set A c_ S, then 1X( = 1 Y(, 
A subset A in F is said to be independent. The rank of a subset A c S is the cardinality 
of a maximal independent subset of A. A minimal dependent set is called a circuit of 
the matroi’d. 
Statement 2.4. Let FNU (resp. FNO) be the collection of all subsets A E ER such that 
Evs u EN0 u A (resp. Evs u EN0 u A) is cycle free. Then MN, = (Es, FNU) and 
MN0 = (ER, F,,) are matro’ids. 
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Proof (for MN”). (1) and (2) are trivial. To prove (3), we only have to notice that 
X~ENUUEVS are maximal spanning forests of A u ENU u Evs, hence [Xl= 
1 YI = 1 Al - mA is the number of connected components of A u EN” u Evs. 0 
Remark 2.5. If Evs u EN” (resp. Evs u ENo) contains a cycle, then FNc resp. FNo) will 
be an empty matroi’d. In this case of course there cannot exist a pair of conjugate trees. 
Statement 2.4 allows us to decide whether G has a pair of conjugate trees by 
computing a maximum cardinality set in the intersection I = FNU n FNO of the 
matroi’ds MNU and MNO, that is to say a maximal subset of ER belonging to both to 
FNU and FNo. The answer will be yes iff 
~IuEN~uE~~~=~ZUEN~UE~~~=~VJ-~. 
At this point, we refer the reader unfamiliar with these concepts to classical 
textbooks like [7] or [3] for a complete description of the matrdid intersection 
algorithm. An approach more concerned with practical applications can be found 
in [14]. 
3. Existence of a uniform partial orientation of the resistors 
3.1. Formulation 
In Section 3.1, all resistor edges will be given an orientation. It is important to 
notice that this orientation may be null, which justifies the adjective “partial” of the 
title of Section 3. Only the properly oriented edges, i.e. the ones with a nonnull 
orientation, will be called oriented. 
3.1.1. Basic dejinitions 
Definition 3.1. Let p be a path, cycle or cocycle in G. p is said to be uniform if all the 
oriented edges in p have the same direction. If p is uniform and does contain an 
oriented edge, then p is said to be oriented. If p is oriented and does not contain null 
oriented edges, p is said to be totally oriented. Without further precisions, a path is 
a uniform path. We denote p(a b) a uniform path from a to b and write r = (c d) if r is 
a resistor whose extremities are c and d. 
Definition 3.2. A circuit structure G( V, E) is s+d to admit a uniform partial orientation 
of its resistors (UPO) iff there exists a subset ER G ER with ER # 8 and an orientation 
for every edge in & such that: 
(a) every arc in I$ lies on a uniform cycle C E & u EN0 u Evs; 
(b) every arc in ER lies on a uniform cocycle w C_ 2, u EN0 u Ecs. 
Minty’s lemma-on edge coloring [3] provides equivalent conditions to (a) and (b): 
(a’) no arc in Q lies on a uniform cocycle o E ER u ENU u Ecs; 
(b’) no arc in ER lies on a uniform cycle C c ER u EN, u Evs. 
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The edges in & are said to have a proper orientation (also called state + 1 or - 1, 
relative to their arbitrary reference orientation), while the edges in ER - _& have a null 
orientation or are in state 0. If all the edges in E, are set to the null orientation, then 
Definition 3.2. is satisfied: this is the trivial UPO. 
A circuit structure C belongs to class (a) introduced in the beginning of Section 2, ifand 
only ifit is has a pair of conjugate trees and no nontrivial uniform partial orientation of 
the resistors [4,6]. 
It is shown in [4,6] that a nontrivial UP0 is obtained from two different solutions of 
a circuit if the direction of the difference of the two voltages (or currents) that belong 
to the two solutions is taken on all resistors. For this reason, in case (b) there is 
a nontrivial UPO. Inversely, in [4,6] a nontrivial solution of a linear circuit with 
structure C and zero sources is constructed from a nontrivial UPO. Such a circuit has 
a linear homogeneous system of equations. This system must therefore be singular and 
it has either 0 or infinitely many solutions. Consequently, if there is a nontrivial UPO, 
we are either in case (b) or (c). Combining the absence of a nontrivial UP0 with the 
existence of a pair of conjugate trees therefore characterizes case (a). For simple 
examples, we refer to [4,6]. 
3.1.2. Hypothesis 
As we did in Section 2, we will make an hypothesis to simplify the notations we 
consider in Section 3 that for every r E E R, ENU v EVs v {r} is cycle free. According to 
criterion (b’), this condition is clearly necessary for having r E ER. Were this condition 
not satisfied by a r E ER, r can be set to the null orientation before launching the 
algorithm described below and there is no loss of generality. The size of the problem is 
still characterized by n = 1 ER I. 
3.1.3. Reformulation of the problem 
In the course of the solution of this problem, we will have to search a great number 
of times for uniform cycles or cocycles of the types specified in the above properties, i.e. 
for condition (a): uniform cycles (resp. cocycles) whose nonresistor elements will 
belong to EN0 u EVs (resp. ENU u EC& 
for condition (b): uniform cycles (resp. cocycles) whose nonresistor elements will 
belong to ENU u Evs (resp. EN0 u Ecs). 
Having defined the different subgraphs G NO, GNU, GNC and Gvs corresponding to 
the different kinds of nonresistor edges, it is then easier to check for condition (b) in 
the following graph: 
G, = (G - GNO - Gcs)/G~u/Gvs> 
where “ - ” denotes the mere removal of the edge and “/” denotes the contraction of 
the edge, i.e. removal of the edge and merging of its two endpoints into a single vertex. 
GB is then a multigraph made up of resistors only, without self-loops if the hypothesis 
in Section 3.1.2. is verified. 
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For condition (a), we will get similarly 
G, = (G - GNU - Gcs)/Gi~o/Gvs, 
G, is again a multigraph but may contain self-loops. 
The subgraphs G, and G, defined in the preceding paragraph can now be used to 
reformulate the problem provided we make the following definition. 
Definition 3.3. Let H be a partially oriented multigraph. 
(1) H is said to be acyclic iff it contains no oriented cycle. 
(2) H is said to be totally cyclic iff every oriented edge lies on a totally oriented 
cycle. 
Definition 3.4. G( V, E) admits a UP0 iff G, is acyclic and G, is totally cyclic. 
To avoid confusions, cycles and paths in G, (resp. G,) will sometimes be called 
G,-cycles and G,-paths, (resp. Gp-cycles and GB-paths). 
Now if G, is planar, we can choose a planar embedding P, of G, and compute its 
dual G,*. We will then have an UP0 iff G,* and G, are simultaneously acyclic. Note 
that it is always possible to define reference orientations on the edges of G,, G, and 
GX which are consistent with the original ones on G. As we shall see later, this 
approach will be at the root of a major improvement to the efficiency of the basic 
algorithm presented below. 
3.2. General approach of the problem 
The question of the NP completeness of this problem is still open, though it seems 
likely to be the case ([2, pp. 127-1281). 
The algorithm currently implemented is of the “branch and bound” type. Rather 
than determining an artificial quantity to be maximized when properties (a) and (b) of 
Definition 3.2 are fulfilled, we have defined a criterion that must be satisfied by any 
incomplete partial orientation of the resistors as long as it may eventually be 
successfully completed. We call such an incomplete partial orientation a potentially 
uniform partial orientation of the resistors (PUPO). 
At any stage t in the progressive orientation process of the resistors in I&, let us call 
E FIXED(t) the set of all resistors whose orientation is currently fixed (possibly null), 
EFREE(t) being the left free resistors. We have of course the partition ER = 
EFIxdt) u EFdt). 
Note that Definition 3.1. is still valid when free resistors may figure in the paths. 
Making use of the subgraphs G, and G, introduced in Section 3.1.3, we get the 
following definition for a PUPO: 
Definition 3.5. An incomplete partial orientation of the resistors is potentially uniform 
iffthere exists a subset EFrXED(t) s EFIXED(t) and a proper orientation for every edge in 
EFIXED(t) such that 
(a) every arc in &IXED(t) lies on a uniform G, cycle C c E^FIXED(t) u EFREE(t); 
(p’) no arc in EFIXED(t) lies on a uniform G, cycle C E EFIXED(t). 
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3.3. Properties of the PUP0 
Remark 3.6. A with every resistor fixed is an UPO. 
Lemma 3.7. If we set some resistors free in an UPO, we obtain a PUPO. 
Proof. This result follows immediately from the definitions. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Consider a PUP0 at stage t with a free resistor r,-,. The partial orientation 
obtained with r,, set to a proper orientation s = + 1 or s = - 1 is a PUP0 ifSin this 
new orientation both following conditions hold_: 
AM(~): r,, lies on a uniform G,-cycle Co E I&&t) u EFREE(t), 
A/?‘(l): r,, does not lie on a uniform Gp-cycle Co E EFIXED(t). 
Proof. Both conditions are obviously necessary since they express the conditions (a) 
and (p’) for rO. We must show that they are also sufficient. 
Au(l) * (a) Consider r E ,?$,,,, (t); at stage t, we had a PUP0 and then r belonged 
to a uniform G,-cycle C c EFIXED(t) u EFREE(t). Three cases may occur: 
r,,#C: then (a) is still fulfilled. 
r,, E C and the orientation of r. matches with one previously fixed for C: (c() is then 
still fulfilled. 
r. E C and the orientation of r. does not match with the one previously fixed for C; 
then (~1) is verified for r with (C u Co) - k,} instead of C. 
A/?‘(l) =z. @‘) (ab absurdo) Consider r E EFIXED(t) with r E C E EFIXED(t), C being an 
uniform Gp-cycle. If ro#C, then property (p’) was not verified at stage t, which 
contradicts the hypothesis. If r. E C, A/?‘(l) is violated. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Consider a PUP0 with a free resistor r. = (a b). The partial orientation 
obtained with r. set to the null orientation s = 0 is a PUP0 ifSin this new orientation: 
Au(O): tkere exists a-G,-path po(a b) z iFIXED (t) u EFREE(t) @there exists a G,-path 
pb(b a) c EFlX&) u EFRE&). 
A/Y(O): r. does not lie on a uniform GB-cycle C E EFIXED(t) with C n &IXED(t) # 8. 
Proof. ( a)(x) a Au(O) Suppose there exists a G,-path po(a b) & iFIXED(t) u EFREE(t). 
On this path, let us denote by {rI, r2 ,... , r,} the successive oriented resistors from a to 
b (wit_h ri oriented from ai to bi). Every ri is contained in a uniform cycle 
Ci E EFIxEo(t) ” EFREE(t) which defines a path pi from bi to 
[PO - {rl,r2,..., r,}]uC1uCzu... u C, is a uniform path from b to a. 
(p) =S A/?‘(O) trivial. 
(-z)Aa(O) 3 (a) Consider r E l&&t): r lies on a uniform G,-cycle C E &xED(t) 
u EFREE(t) (we can take C elementary). Two cases may occur: 
r,$C: then (a) is verified for r. 
r. E C: C determines in this case a uniform G,-path. p E &&t) u EFREE(t) from 
say a to b; we then have also a uniform G,-path p’ from b to a an-d (a) is verified for r. 
A/?‘(O) =(p’) (ab absurdo) Suppose we have found r E EFIXED(t) with r E C 
G EFIXED(t) and C uniform Gp-cycle. If r,,+!C, then property (8’) was not verified at 
stage t, which contradicts the hypothesis. If r. E C, Ap’(0) is violated. 0 
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Note. We do not keep on writing down the equivalent conditions resulting from 
Minty’s lemma. 
Definition 3.10. A state s is said to be a-compatible (resp. /?-compatible) for a free 
resistor r0 iff property ACX (resp. Ap) is verified. When a state is both cr-compatible and 
P-compatible, it is said to be valid for Y,,. 
The above results supply the bases for a first algorithm. Significant improvements 
are provided by a deeper analysis of the evolution of the overall constraints when 
a resistor is being fixed. They depend on the computation of compatibility lists, which 
give at each node of the search tree the compatible states of every free resistor. The 
main results are contained in the following three lemmas: 
Lemma 3.11. Consider a PUP0 with afree resistor r. = (a b). Then one of thefollowing 
mutually exclusive cases must occur: 
(1) there exists a uniform oriented Go-path p(a b) E E FIXED(t) then only orientation 
a --+ b is P-compatible, 
(2) there exists a uniform oriented G,-path p(b a) E E rIXED(t) then only orientation 
b + a is P-compatible, 
(3) there exists a nonoriented G,-path p c E rIXED(t) then only the null orientation is 
B-compatible, 
(4) there are no uniform GB-paths between a and b in EFIXED(t) then the three 
orientations are P-compatible. 
Proof. This partition of possible cases is a straightforward consequence of the fact 
that we have a PUPO, and then by property p there cannot exist a uniform oriented 
GB-cycle in EFIXED(t). 0 
Lemma 3.12. Consider a PUP0 with afree resistor r o = (a b). Then one of the following 
mutually exclusive cases must happen: 
(1) there exists a uniform oriented G,-path p(b a) c &n&t) u EF&t) and no 
uniform G,-path from a to b in EFIXED(t) u EFREE(t) then only orientation a + b is 
cc-compatible. 
(2) there exists a uniform oriented G,-path p(a b) G &&t) u EF&t) and no 
uniform G,-path from b to a in EFIXED(t) v EFREE(t) then only orientation b + a is 
cr-compatible. 
(3) there are no untform GM-paths between a and b in &rXED(t) u EFRnE(t) then only 
the null orientation is a-compatible. 
(4) there ext$s a uniform G,-path p(a b) s _6 rIXED(t) u EFREE(t) and a untform G,- 
path p(b a) s EFIXED (t) u EFREE(t) then the three orientations are a-compatible. 
Proof. The correctness of this partition of possible cases results immediately from 
properties Au(l) and Aor(O). 0 
Corollary 3.13. Consider a PUP0 and a free resistor ro. Among the three possible states 
which can be assigned to ro, either one or three satisfy property A/I’ (resp. Acr). 
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Lemma 3.14. Consider a PUP0 and a free resistor r. having exactly one /&compatible 
(resp. a-compatible) state so and assume that this state equally satisjes property Act (resp. 
Ap’). Then the P-compatible (resp. a-compatible) states of any free resistor r are not 
modijied by the jixation of ro. 
Proof. We denote (t) the stage just before fixation of r. and (t + 1) the stage just after. 
(for A/l’) According to Lemma 3.11, we must prove for any r = (c d) that there exists 
a uniform GB-path pt+ r(c d) E E FIXED(t + 1) iff there exists a uniform Gp-path 
pr(c d) G EFIXED(t) with the same orientation. 
First, if there exists a uniform path p,(c d) at stage (t), the same still exists at stage 
(t + 1). Now if there is no such path the fixation of r. cannot bring one, for r. has 
a single /I-compatible state so, and this means that at stage t there exists between a and 
b a uniform G,-path p,(a b) G EFIXED(t) whose orientation is the same as the one 
induced by so. (for Aa) According to Lemma 3._12, we must prove for any r = (c d) that 
there exists a uniform G,-path pt+ I(c d) G EFIXED(t + 1) u EFREE(t) iff there exists 
a uniform G,-path p,(c d) E EFIXED(t) u E FREE(t) with the same orientation. 
First, if there exists no uniform G,-path pt(c d) at stage (t), there will be no more at 
stage (t + l), for pl(c d) may contain free resistors. Equally, if there exists a G,-path 
p,(c d) not containing r o, the same will still exist at stage (t + 1). Consider then the 
case where there exists a uniform G,-path p,(c d) containing r. (case 3 is then 
excluded). Say we are in case 1). After the orientation of r. from a to b there will be 
oriented uniform paths in both directions between a and b, and we will still have 
a path P~+I(C d) = p,(c d) or P~+~(c d) = P& d)up# a) - {ro). 0 
3.4. Description of the algorithm 
3.4.1. Matroi’d approach 
Having restated the problem as in Section 3.1.3. in the case where G, is planar, we 
might be tempted to try the matroi’d intersection algorithm to solve our problem. In 
this purpose we could define on the same set of edges E$, the mixed multigraphs Fll 
and Fs which are, respectively, G,* and G, with each of their edges repeated three times 
(one in each proper orientation plus the null orientation). We then call F, (resp. Fg) 
the families of subsets of E$ containing no oriented cycle in Fcl (resp. Is). G( V, E) will 
admit an UP0 iff there exists an n-cardinality intersection of F, and F,. Unfortunate- 
ly, it is easy to see that the pairs (E$, F,) and (E$, F,) do not fulfill the third condition 
of Definition 2.3. and they are not matroids. Indeed, the matroi’d intersection algo- 
rithm cannot work on this problem, even if we try to define F, and F, differently, 
because the addition of an edge in a subset with no circuit can produce several circuits. 
3.4.2. Computation of compatibility lists 
The use of compatibility lists brings a major improvement to the branch and 
bound procedure. Roughly speaking, computing P-compatibility lists amounts to 
classify the free resistors according to the current orientation of the uniform paths in 
G,, made up of fixed resistors, which eventually connect their extremities to those of 
the current resistor, which has always 3 /&compatible states. The P-compatibility lists 
then used to determine directly the /I-compatible states of any free resistor r whatever 
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be the current state of r0 (Lemma 3.14), by means of straightforward set membership 
procedures. If G, is planar, the same process could be used for a-compatibility, 
provided that P,* had been computed. 
Vs being the vertices set of G,, consider a PUP0 at stage t and a free resistor 
r. = (a b) (a, b E V,) having three j&compatible states. We define the six following 
vertices sets in G, (p(x y) always denote a uniform path from x to y): 
Ku = {v E I’D/~ P(V a) c J%IXED(~ - &ix,,(~)} 
Kb = (0 E I’D/~ P(b 0) s J%XE&) - J%IXED(~)} 
Kd = {n E I’-P/,/~ P(U a) s J%XED@)} 
Kii = {u E VD/3 p(u u) c EFIXED(t)} 
Kb^ = {u E V,I/~ Ab u) s EFIXED(~)} 
Ki; = {u E VP/3 p(u b) c EFIXED(t)}. 
3.15. Suppose the nonoriented state is valid for r0 and let r = (c d) be a free 
edge of G, with three /?-compatible states. Then after we set r. to the null orientation: 
_ if [(c E Ku) and (d E Kb)] or [(c E Kb) and (d E Ku)] then the only /I-compatible 
state for r is 0. 
_ if [(c E Ku) and (d E Kb^ - Kb)] or [(c E Kd - Ku) and (d E Kb)] or [(c E Kb) and 
(d E Kti - Ku)] or [(c E Kb; - Kb) and (d E Ku)] or [(c E Kc2 - Ku) and 
(d E Kb^ - Kb)] or [(c E Kb; - Kb) and (d E Kii - Ku)] then the only /?-compatible 
state for r is c -+ d. 
_ if [(cEKb^-Kb) and (d~Ku)] or [(cEKb) and (~EKB-Ku)] or 
[(c E Kii - Ku) and (d E Kb)] or [(c E Ku) and (d E Kb; - Kb)] or [(c E Kb^ - Kb) and 
(d E KL2 - Ku)] or [(c E Kii - Ka) and (d E Kg - Kb)] then the only /?-compatible 
state for r is d + c. 
_ otherwise all three states are fi-compatible for r. 
Statement 3.16. Suppose the state a + b is valid for r. and let r = (c d) be a free edge of 
G, with three /?-compatible states. Then after we set r. to the a + b orientation: 
_ if [(c E Kd) and (d E Kg)] then the only /?-compatible state for r is c + d. 
~ if [(c E K6) and (d E Kd)] then the only /?-compatible state for r is d + c. 
_ otherwise all three state are /I-compatible for r. 
The proofs of statements 3.15 and 3.16 are straightforward. 
3.4.3. Branch and bound process 
A node in the search tree is defined by a resistor r o = (a b) with three /?-compatible 
states, a set of free resistors and the current orientation of the already set resistors. We 
can take any resistor for the initial node or root, since with our hypothesis, all the 
resistors in ER are B-compatible for all three possible states. Suppose we are currently 
positioned at such a node, which might or might not be the root. The “P-compatibility 
lists” are then computed (or retrieved). In the following iterations, the compatibility 
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lists will be used to determine the /I-compatible states of any free resistor r. The steps 
below are then recursively repeated for each valid orientation of rO (there is at least 
one such orientation, by Corollary 3.13.) 
- if no free resistor exists, this means that an UP0 has been found: it is printed 
_ if it is the trivial UP0 the program stops 
_ if it is a nontrivial UPO, the program backtracks up to the last arbitrary choice 
(i.e. the nearest upper node whose three P-compatible states have not been explored 
yet this might be the current node) 
_ using the compatibility lists just determined, the set RIc of free resistors which 
have a single P-compatible state is easily computed. We check for each resistor I in 
RIc if the only possibility is valid by setting them one by one to their P-compatible 
state 
_ if the answer is yes for every resistor in RIG (note that RIG might be empty), a new 
rO is chosen among RFREE using an heuristic and the whole process is launched again 
recursively 
_ if the answer is no for one resistor in RI,-, the resistors already set in RIG are set 
free again and the program backtracks 
3.5. Algorithm 
data: 
G = (V, E) with a partition E = E, u EN0 u EN,, u Evs u E,-s 
variables: 
*** g lobal variables*** 
G,, G, subgraphs of G defined in Section 3.1.3. 
***variables defined for the current node in the search tree*** 
r,, = (a b): edge associated to the current node in the search tree 
RFREE: free (unoriented) edges of E, 
Rlc: edges with only one compatible state 
s(r): /?-compatible state of an edge r in RIG 
success: true when some edges succeed in being oriented at a node 
main program: 
***the work done here is essentially the initialization 
and the launching of the recursive process*** 
begin 
***preprocess*** 
compute G, and G, 
***initialization*** 
rO t free edge, chosen in ER 
R 
***r~~~r~v~~a~ZLZ? 
DFS-next-node(r,, RFREE) 
end 
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recursive function: DFS-next-node 
***this recursive function performs the actual exploration of the search tree;*** 
input: ro, RFREE 
begin 
ifro=O 
then show current orientation 
else 
if current node has already been visited 
then retrieve /?-compatibility lists 
else compute j&compatibility lists 
for s in ‘(1 - 1 0) 
if r,, is valid for state s 
then 
begin 
success +- true 
if &XEE # 8 
then 
begin 
set orientation of r. to state s 
R,, t edges r with a single P-compatible state s(r) 
for r in R,, do 
if r is valid for s(r) and success = true 
then set orientation of r to s(r) 
else success c false 
if success = false 
then unset orientation of oriented edges in Rlc 
else 
begin 
R FREEtR~~~~ - RIG 
r. + next free edge, chosen in RFREE 
DFS-next-node(r,, RFREE - fro}) 
end 
end 
else 
end 
DFS-next-node@, 0) 
end 
3.6. Improvements 
The algorithm sketched in Section 3 shows the basic aspects of the computation 
process. Considerable improvements have been made possible by the development of 
two ideas briefly mentioned below. 
The first of these is related with the way constraints are applied. In the algorithm 
presented in paragraph 3.5., the “active” constraints are all produced by the acyclicity 
conditions on subgraph G,, and the conditions on subgraph G, are “passive” in the 
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sense that they are simply checked as constraints on G, are being developed. Now if 
G, is planar with a dual G,*, then the constraints produced by both subgraphs are 
acyclicity constraints, which have the “active” properties shown above. The applica- 
tion of a constraint produced by G, will give rise to new constraints in G,* and the 
other way round. The result is that significantly more resistors will be fixed before we 
reach a “constraint shortage” i.e. a point when no more constraint allows to set the 
orientation of any resistor. To test the planarity and get an effective planar embedding 
we implemented the algorithm in [16]. Note that for all real circuit structures 
considered, the subgraph G, turned out to be planar. 
The second idea concerns the choice of the “constraint generator”, i.e. the next 
resistor to consider when no more constraint currently applies. Several simple heuris- 
tics have been tested without significant global improvement over the simple choice of 
the first resistor in the list. The heuristic finally adopted may at first glance seem 
prohibitive (O(n’)), since it does no less than examining for every free resistor the full 
consequences of choosing it and orienting it to any of the three possible states, till we 
are left again with a lack of constraints. At this stage we just select the better 
performer, that is the free resistor whose settings end up globally into the greatest 
number of other resistors set or, even better, dead ends or UPOs. In fact, this solution 
turned out to be extremely successful: very often this examination permitted to point 
out one or several resistors which admitted in fact either zero or one possible 
orientation, the other ones yielding dead ends. This means that the apparent lack of 
constraints can be overcome by choosing an appropriate resistor, and so very large 
cuts in the search tree are obtained. When applying this strategy for the planar case 
algorithm, the number of choice points (i.e. effective branchings in the search tree) 
changed from exponential in the number of resistors to linear or constant, which 
means a running time in O(n’). 
4. Computational results 
The algorithm described in Section 3 has been implemented in Common Lisp and 
run on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/35 workstation with 36 MHz clock frequency. 
Various types of circuits have been tested, and a systematic study of the performances 
of the constraint propagation process with circuits growing larger has been possible 
using the circuit structure of a stage amplifier. Our s stages amplifier was made of 
s transistors and totalized n = 2 + 6s resistors. The circuit structure of the 3-stages 
amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. 
As mentioned above, we call “choice points” the vertices in the search tree where no 
resistor can be set using the current constraints (after having run the heuristic 
described in 3.6). The number of alternatives to explore may then be two or three. In 
this example, the number of choice points was found constant, equal to one. For the 
62 resistors of the lo-stages amplifier, the program took 95 s to run, most of this time 
being spent in the heuristic. To assess the importance of the improvements described 
in 3.6, this time can be compared with the 90 min necessary for the same example with 
the basic version of the algorithm. Note that, especially in such an “anisotropic” 
structure as the stage amplifier, the order in which resistors are considered may have 
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Fig. 2. 
a great influence on the size of the search tree. This effect, which was very strong with 
the basic version, vanished completely when the effective “best performer” policy was 
applied. 
Among the other structures tested, real circuits were, for practical reasons, rather 
small (about 50 resistors at most), yet the results showed no discrepancy with those 
obtained for the stage amplifier. 
Testing several hundreds of big circuits (100 to 300 resistors) was made possible by 
generating them at random. For random structures with a planar G,, the number of 
choice points remained in O(n), and the running time in O(n2). Still, when G, was not 
planar, the sole “best performer” heuristic seemed to cancel out the exponential 
behavior which was permanent with the basic version of the algorithm. 
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